
 

 

Besides enhancing the formal education to the students as a design by 

the Palamuru University, Several Extension Activities are carried out for the 

holistic development of them by way of creating awareness and allowing them 

to have a first hand experience in the participation of socio useful and socio 

sensitizing issues as a part of extra curricular activities in order to develop self 

confidence to handle any kind of issues successfully in their future lives and 

prove that they are remarkable both in Education and in the development of the 

community . 

The NSS volunteers of this college have successfully participated with 

thorough socio consciousness in the very innovative and useful community 

Oriented programmes such as: 

 

Activities carried out in the year 2022-2023: 

1. Conducted International Women Day programme on 8th March. 

2. Awareness Programme on Superstitious. 

3. Natinal Unity day. 

4. Voter Enrollment Programme 

5. Jatheeya Samaikyatha Vajrostavalu 

6. Adoption of Indian Constitution 

7. Telangana Dashabdi Ustavalu 

8. Red Cross Society Programme 

9. NSS volunteers have taken part in International AIDS day Programme on 1st 

Secember 

10. NSS volunteers have actively involved in the National Voter’s day 

programme on 25th January. 

 

 



Impact of those programmers on the students: 

The NSS volunteers and the students are exposed to various National 

programmes.  

         They are enlightened on the various issues of AIDS,Voter Enrolment and 

health consciousness. They have realized their responsibilities  of serving and 

educating the rural sector of the society there after.  

            The conduction of above programmes developed a lot of brainstorming 

and sensitive thinking about certain blind beliefs , they become sensitized to 

these issues and expressed that they would remove all such superstitions. 

     The women student volunteers have realized their socio-responsibility of 

creating better platform for healthy society and equality of the gender. 
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